Likelihood ratio . Bias
when the item is old (is from f O (x)) and the response is "old."
94
The conditional probability of a "hit", P The criteria divide the horizontal axis into bins and the ratings 111 are assumed to correspond to the bin containing the variable X.
112
A plot of the probability of each response for an old item is the conditional probability that the rating is R i or less when is the conditional probability that the rating R is R i or less 
126
The ROC is often re-plotted on normalized (double proba- 
143
In the preceding description, for the sake of simplicity, The LR in favor of "old" over "new,"
is a measure of the evidence favoring "old" over "new. are based on LR , the slope will be less than 1.0.
220
The z-ROC length effect When decisions are made on the 221 basis of LR, the length of the z-ROC contracts as a function of 222 accuracy. The more accurate the condition, the shorter the z-ROC.
223
From this point on we will use the log likelihood ratio, 
272
Figures 2B, C, and D illustrate the three regularities.
273
The mirror effect Figure 2B shows that when the densities of The effect is obvious in Fig. 2B ing that SN<WN.
320
The old/old z-ROC is predominantly above the positive i.e., the mirror order.
331
We use the distance mirror Indices, d nn and d ∞ -the mea- 
340
The distance index is closely related to two other measures 
354
The variance effect Figure 2B also shows the Variance Ef- affected by another factor that complicates its interpretation. 3 
379
We therefore concentrate on the new/new z-ROC but will 380 document the results for the old/old z-ROC as well.
381
The z-ROC length effect Figure 2C shows the two standard 
405
Since d s ′ >d w ′ these equations produce the Mirror Effect:
The variance effect
410
The variances in this model were shown to be 
425
Bias effects
426
The preceding section did not include consideration of bias 427 effects. In normative signal detection theory for a yes/no task 3 The slope oo is also a decreasing function of the absolute size of dS and dW. (Glanzer, Kim, Hilford, & Adams, 1999) 
the setting of the single log likelihood criterion c is the sum of 429 two terms. The first term is the negative of the log prior odds 430 that a signal will occur. If π denotes the probability of occur- To show the working of bias we take the model examined 
We also explored the effect of bias on the normal unequal 
Violations of the Mirror Effect underlined
and half L). Further details on the procedure and method are 561 given in the original publication.
562

Results
563
Group
564
The four group z-ROCs, based on the pooled confidence rat-
565
ings of all 16 participants, are shown in Fig. 4A and B. The 
594
The old/old z-ROC is above the main diagonal, indicating that
595
LO is above HO on the decision axis as required for the Mirror 
614
In the first row of and slope. 5 The lengths of each individual's standard z-ROCs
642
were computed using the Euclidean distance formula 643 Table 4 presents the mean measures of the three regularities Coding between paired values: > signifies "statistically greater than" e.g., ds vs. dw; < signifies "statistically less than" e.g., cs vs. cw 4 Table 5 . Table 4 .
675
We next report four studies in which, instead of word fre-676 quency, familiarity of names is the variable. We switch to this 677 variable primarily to document further the three regularities.
678
The use of familiarity will, furthermore, permit us to evaluate In the preceding experiment we observed the three regulari-687 ties, no differential bias effects, and the Mirror Effect as 688 measured by both the Distance Index and the H/FA Index.
689
In this experiment, we see the effect of differential bias. Participants were instructed to decide, for each name, 729 whether the item was "old" (had appeared in the study list) 730 or "new" (had not) using a 6-point confidence rating scale.
731
The confidence ratings were: (1) very sure old; (2) moderately Denominators vary because the data of some participants did not permit the generating of the relevant ROCs. All entries are significantly different from chance, by binomial test. Coding of superscripts: P = payoff schedule; B = between-list paradigm; R = reduced list t4:1 Coding between paired values, e.g., len S vs. len W : < indicates "statistically significant, less"
began with a short practice session which consisted of a 6-737 item study list followed by a 12-item test list, six studied and show the unfamiliar names starting with the greater variance.
765
Statistical analyses
766
Conventional analysis The second row of Table 3 
The last two entries, the mean lengths of the standard z- 
875
Participants Forty-two undergraduates.
876
Results
877
Group The group z-ROCs are presented in Fig. 6 . All three 878 LR regularities can be seen. In Fig. 6A The next two entries, the mean lengths of the standard z- 
956
In a third experiment he tested two groups in different condi- 
1180
The last two steps produce the full Mirror Effect FA SN Kim & Glanzer, 1995) . In all five experiments reported here 1188 d nn is negative (see Table 3 ), indicating again that the two new 
